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Abst rac t - -Gr id  free methods, uch as SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics), may, eventually, 
be more fficacious intheir representations f material dynamics than the standard fixed grid methods. 
However, standard SPH (with stress = a and interpolation weight = W) has instabilities when 
aW" < 0 in both compression (a> 0) and in tension (a < 0). Conservative smoothing can control 
the SPH instabilities, but it may smooth out more of the short wave length structure than desired. 
SPH can also be stabilized by shifting the shape of W to change the sign of W'. © 1999 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords- -Smooth particle hydrodynamics, Discrete numerical stability, Finite interpolation 
methods, Conservative smoothing, Material dynamics. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Hydrocodes (computer programs for material hyperdynamics) imulate: hypervelocity impacts 
with penetrations; olid dynamics with strong shock waves; effects of high explosives with phase 
changes between solids, liquids, and vapors; inertial confinement fusion effects and so forth. 
Hydrocodes use Finite X Methods, where X = Cell, Difference, Element, First-Principles, etc., 
to produce discrete quations for the digital computer. 
Standard hydrocodes use fixed topology grids (grids with fixed connectivity). More efficacious 
frameworks for solving some of these problems may come from methods not based on fixed 
topology grids. One grid free approach is SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics), a Finite 
Interpolation Method. SPH uses a finite set of interpolation points called particles. The SPH 
particles are embedded in the material but the connectivities among the particles are not fixed. 
The motion of the material determines the evolution of the positions of these reference points. 
For further background material, see references [1-22]. 
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Papers Past 
Although in use for over twenty years, see [4,14~, the standard SPH codes have discrete numer- 
ical instabilities which were apparently unrecognized until SNLA (Sandia National Laboratories 
in Albuquerque) researchers noticed some strange ffects. Especially dramatic are the results of 
one of the SNLA test problems called "The Tennis Ball Problem". SPH computations predicted 
weird, wild, and nonphysical fragmentations of tennis balls in impacts encountered in typical 
tennis tournaments. The computer-generated, color movies of SPH tennis balls exploding in 
kaleidoscopic patterns are quite spectacular [19]. 
Simple Versions of SPH Useful for Stability Studies: SPH particles interacting with the jth SPH 
particle are called neighbors of the jth SPH particle. In the one-dimensional, nearest-neighbor 
version of SPH the only neighbors of the jth SPH particle are the particles immediately to the 
left and to the right. The nearest-neighbor model of SPH was shown in [10] to be stabilized with 
conservative smoothing. In [11], a many-neighbors model of SPH (see Section 4: Perturbation 
Propagation Models) was also shown to be stabilized with conservative smoothing. However, 
from the wave propagation perspective, sometimes the amount of smoothing needed for stability 
may dampen more short wavelength structure than desired. For further details on SPH discrete 
numerical stability analyses, conservative smoothing, and numerical experiments see [5,8,9,13]. 
Paper  Present  
The primary purpose of this paper is to show how shape-shifting can be used to stabilize SPH 
calculations. This paper is sectioned as follows: 2. SPH; 3. Application of SPH to the Stan- 
dard Continuum Model; 4. Perturbation Propagation Models; 5. Discrete-Numerical Stability; 
6. Instability Results; 7. Stabilizing with Conservative Smoothing; 8. The Shape-Shifter Stability 
Theorem. 
To help the reader understand the purpose of each of the upcoming sections, how they relate 
to each other, and how they contribute to the overall goal of this paper, we now present a brief 
description of each section. 
Section 2, SPH, describes the standard SPH interpolation approximations: 
(i) the continuum SPH function, 
(ii) the continuum SPH derivative, 
(iii) the discrete SPH function, 
(iv) the discrete SPH derivative. 
Section 3, Application of SPH to the Standard Cont inuum Model, applies the SPH 
method to the standard continuum model for one-dimensional material dynamics to derive dis- 
crete equations for the digital computer. 
Section 4, Per turbat ion  Propagat ion Models, produces a mathematical model for the 
propagation of small perturbations by taking the Frdchet derivative to get the equations of first 
variation of the discrete quations, derived in the previous ection. The equation of first variation 
is a linear equation with variable coefficients. We fix the coefficients at the state of interest 
to produce a linear equation with constant coefficients. This prepares the way for a discrete- 
numerical stability analysis. 
Section 5, Discrete-Numerical  Stability, discusses how to do a practical, computational 
stability analysis of a hydrocode. This section also gives a rigorous definition of discrete-numerical 
stability for hydrocodes. This allows precise statements about hydrocode instabilities. 
Section 6, Instabi l i ty Results, presents ome theorems about the SPH instabilities. 
Section 7, Stabilizing with Conservative Smoothing, gives a brief discussion of conser- 
vative smoothing and how SPH can be stabilized with conservative smoothing. Sometimes the 
amount of conservative smoothing needed to stabilize SPH computations may dampen short wave- 
length structure much more than is desired. Shape-shifting can be used to reduce the amount of 
smoothing needed. 
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Section 8, The  Shape-Shifter  Stabi l i ty Theorem,  discusses hape-shifting to remove the 
tension instability in SPH. It presents the main result of this paper, the Shape-Shifter Stability 
Theorem. 
2.  SPH 
A weighting function W(xi  - x, h) with smoothing length h > 0 is used as follows: 
f f (xi) W (xi - x, h) dxi, (1) f (x)  
where '~' indicates the continuum 8PHfunction interpolation approximation. The standard SPH 
weighting function, W, is the B-spline-cubic: 
1 ( (2 -~)3-4(1 -~)3 ,  for~•[0,1] ,  
W(v,h)=~.  (2 ~)3, for~•[1,2] ,  
where ~ = [v/h I and W(v, h) = 0 for 2 < ~. The even-symmetry of W implies W(v,  h) = 
W(lv],h ) and ~ = s ign(v )~,  where 
-1, for v < 0, 
sign (v) = 0, for v = 0, 
+1, fo rv>0.  
Let W'(v,  h) -= ~ ;  then 
1 / (2 -~)2-4(1 -~)2 ,  for~e[0,1],  
W'(v,h)  = -~ '2 .  (2 ~)2, for ~ e [1,2], 
o2w(Ivl,h) and OW{x,-x,h)ox = --sign (xi -- x)W'(x i  - x, h). If W'(v ,  h) =-- Olvl 2 , then 
1 { (2 - - 4(1 - for e • [0,1], 
W'(v ,  h) = h'~. (2 - ~), for ~ • [1, 2], 
and O2W(x'-x'h) = W"(x i  - x, h). Take the partial derivative of (1) with respect o x to get 
Ox ~ 
Ox ~ I Ox dxi, (2) 
OW{x,-x,h) --sign (xi -- x)W'(x i  - x, h), to which leads, via o  = 
Of(x) 
- f f (x~) sign (xi - x) W' (xi - x, h) dx~. (3) 
Ox 
This is the continuum SPH derivative interpolation approximation. Let Np be the number of 
SPH particles. If the integral in (1) is replaced with a discrete sum, 
N~ 
f (x)  .~ Z f (xi) W (xi - x, h) Ax,,  (4) 
i----1 
then we have the discrete SP H function interpolation. Similarly, if w( x i -  x ) = sign ( x i -  x ) W'  ( x ~- 
x, h), then from (3) comes 
Nn 
Of(x) 
- ~ f (x,) w (xi - x) Ax,, (5) 
Ox 
i= l  
the discrete SPH derivative interpolation approximation. 
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3. APPL ICAT ION OF  SPH TO THE 
STANDARD CONTINUUM MODEL 
For simplicity we consider one-dimensional material dynamics. Let the location of particle i in 
the material reference frame be Xi;  then at time t n the position in the spatial reference frame of 
particle i is x n'i = x (X i ,  t " ) ,  where x(., .) is the motion function. The velocity in the spatial frame 
ox(x~,t") = u.,i and °%(x" t~)  = ~n,i is the acceleration. of reference of particle i at time t n is ot ot 2 
Further, at the point (X i , tn ) :  a n'i is the stress; pn,i is the mass density; V '~,i = 1 /p  n,i is the 
specific volume. Let # be the Lagrange mass variable, then d# = p(X ,  O)dX.  For simplicity, 
assume the same constant mass, m = ApA#, for each SPH particle, where Ap is the physical 
cross sectional area of our one-dimensional problem; also assume Ap -- 1 unit area. Conservation 
of momentum in the standard continuum model leads to the expression p~ = -~-z a. Using (5), 
an SPH discretization of ~ = o~ o~ -p--  = - produces the following variation on Newton's Second 
Law of Motion, i.e., this is a version of the famous 'F  = ma'  law: 
N~ 
miz n'j ~ an ' iw n. where 
i=1  
w~ = sign (Axn'i'J)W'(Ax n'i'j, h) Vol n'i Vol n'j. 
(6) 
(7) 
Here Ax n'i' j = x n'~ - x n'j,  and Vol n,i = Axn ' i+ l '~- l /2  is the volume of particle i at time t n. If, 
for all j ,  x n' j+l  - x n'j < 2h < x n' j+l - x n ' j -1 ,  then w~ is nonzero if and only if i ~ j :k 1; in 
this case (6) reduces to a nearest-neighbors-version of the SPH scheme for momentum evolution 
in the material frame. That is, if #e = tAp, then, in the nearest-neighbors-model, the SPH 
discretization of ~i = o~ -~ is 
pn, j , j+ l  _ pn , j , j -1  
 n,j = , (8) 
#j+l - #j-1 
where P = aA,  and 
A nd't = - -2m2Vn' JVn 'eW mJ'e, (9) 
with W 'n'i'j = W' (Axn ' i ' J ,h ) .  Further, A n'j'e is the dimensionless SPH-area- factor  between 
particles g and j from the particle j perspective. 
SPH-Stress and SPH-Area-Factor 
Here a n ' j ' j -1  is the physical stress on particle j from particle j - 1, while pn, j , j -1  = crn,J , j -1.  
An, J , j -1  is the SPH-s t ress  on particle j from particle j - 1. Note that consistency with ~i o~ 
requires A --* 1 as A# --. 0. 
Next, a t-discretization of (8): 
un+l/2,J _ un-1/2, j  
tn+l /2  _ tn-1/2 
pn , j , j+ l  _ pn, j , j -1  
~jT1  - -  ]£5-1  
(10) 
Stress,  Stra in,  and  Const i tu t ive  Re lat ions  
Partition total stress, a, into a pressure-part, p and a viscous-part, q; i.e., a = p + q. For 
the p-part of the stress, take a simple, one-dimensional version of Hooke's Law called the linear 
p-V law, i.e., p = PH(V)  -- Pm¢ -- a2( V -- Vmc), where a > 0, Prnc and Vmc > 0 are material 
constants; V and V,,c relate to the strain, e, by e = 1 -V/Vmc. We take a n ' j ' j±l  = PH(V  n ' j± l )  q- 
qn-1/2, j , j4-1/2, where the q-part of the stress is a simple version of the von Neumann-Richtmyer- 
Landshoff (see [12]) form of the artificial viscous stress: =l=q n-1 /2 , j , j+ l /2  = -va(u  n -1 /2 , j+ l  - 
u~- l /2 J ) ,  v >_ O. 
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Specific Volume and Mass Density 
Between #j+x and #j at time t n, the specific volume is V n, j+l/2 = [x n,j+x - xn ' J ] / (# j+ l  - #j); 
this with the velocity definition equation, Un+ l/2' j  = [x n+ l' j  - xn'3 ]/ A t ,  yields 
VR-t-I,j+I/2 _ vn,  j+l/2 
tn+l  _ tn  
un+l/2, j+ l  _ un+l/2,j 
: (11) 
#j+l  - P.~. 
The specific volume of particle j is V ~'j = IV '~'j-1/2 + Vn ' J+V2] /2  and the mass density of 
particle j is pn,j = 1/Vn, J .  
The CFL  Abbrev ia ted  Notation 
We follow [3], where forward and backward partial difference quotients are written ux = [u(x + 
Ax ,  y) - u (x ,  y)] /  Ax  and u~ = [u(x, y) - u (x  - Ax ,  y)] /  A x. For the centered, single-increment, 
partial difference quotient we write u.x = [u( x + A x /2, y) - u( x - A x / 2, y)]/Ax. For the centered, 
double-increment, partial difference quotient we write u:x = [u( x + A x,  y) - u( x - A x,  y ) ] / ( 2 A x ) . 
Summarizing 
The nearest-neighbor version of SPH has the following momentum, (10), and volume, (11), 
evolution equations in the material frame 
u.t = -P..~, V.t = u.,, (12) 
along with the velocity definition equation, 
u -- x.,, (13) 
which determines the SPH grid motion in the spatial frame. 
4. PERTURBATION PROPAGATION MODELS 
Equations of first variation provide models for the propagation of small perturbations. Let 6u 
be the Fr~chet derivative of u with respect o the initial data. The Frdchet derivatives of the 
momentum and volume evolution equations are 5u.t = -6P:~, and 6V.t = 6u.~. We have P = aA,  
so 6P = A6a  + a6A and 6A n,j,t = -2m26(vn ' Jvn 'ewm' J 'e ) ,  where ~ = j 5= 1, and further, 
6W 'a,j,t = W"  ( A x n,j 't, h )s ign  ( A xn'J 't) ( 6x n'j - 6xn'~). Thus, we see how the W"-term emerges 
from 6A. For simplicity, consider perturbations from a uniformly constant a-V-state designated 
by a zero subscript. If a is a constant, a = a0, then A~(a) = 0, where A~(.) is a generic (back- 
ward, centered, forward, etc.)/z-difference operator. Further, V = V0 determines the following 
constant values: V0, Wo, W~, W~ ~, A0. Hence, we get 
5x,~ = Ao (a~6x:~:~ + uoaomo6x.t.~,:,) + aom~Vo {2W~6x:~,:~, + moVoW~'6xl,-~} . (14) 
For future reference to the uniform-a-V-state we use the uniform-constant coefficient vector, 
C~ = (a0, a0, u0, A0, V0, W0, W~, Wg~). To simplify the notation, we suppress the zero subscripts. 
Thus, we arrive at our SPHV (SPH first Variation) equation for 6x at the uniformly constant 
a-V-state, with coefficient vector C ~ = (a, a, u, A, V, W, W', W~'), 
6xt~ = A (a26x:~,:~, + uam6x.m,:~, ) + am2V {2W'6x:~,:~, + mVW"6x~, -~}.  (15) 
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5. D ISCRETE-NUMERICAL  STABIL ITY  
Background for this section may be found in [6,10,11,17]. To give a precise definition of 
discrete-numerical stability takes a while as there are a considerable number of technical details 
to cover. We ask the reader to bear with us as we attempt to do this in the most concise, yet 
understandable, way that we have, so far, found. 
First, we present the steps in a discrete-numerical stability analysis of a hydrocode. 
STEP ONE. We develop a mathematical model for the propagation ofsmall perturbations in the 
hydrocode quations, (H). The equations (H) are partial difference quations, usually nonlinear. 
Take the Frdchet derivative of (H) to get the equations of first variation (HV). The equations 
of first variation are linear partial difference quations with variable coefficients. We fix the 
coefficients at the state, C, whose stability is of interest, to produce partial difference quations 
with constant coefficients, (HVC). 
STEP TWO. We do a finite Fourier analysis of (HVC) to determine the stability of the state of 
interest. Let the k th component ofthe finite Fourier transform of (HVC) be (HVCF)~, [k] <_ kmax. 
STEP THREE. We do an eigenanalysis of (HVCF)k, an ordinary difference quation. We trans- 
form (HVCF)k to Jordan canonical form to get equations of the form (HVCFJ)k: y~+l = 
(I + AtJk)Y~, ]k I < kmax, 0 < n < N, where Jk is in Jordan canonical form. Examples in the 
2 by 2 case follow. 
CASE Evc .  EIGENVECTOR SET IS COMPLETE. This is the case where 
0] 
~k,2 
the eigenvalue Ak,l has eigenvector 
the eigenvalue .~k,2 has eigenvector 
Jk has a complete set of eigenvectors and the basic eigensolutions are given by v n = (1 + k,o~ 
AtAk,a)nd.a, 1< a <_ 2. In this case, we say that (H) is absolutely DN stable at (k, At, A#, N, C), 
provided maxl<a<2 ]1 + AtAk,al n < 1, for 0 < n < N. 
CASE EVNC. EIGENVECTOR SET IS NOT COMPLETE. This is the case where 
Ak,1 ; 
the eigenvalue Ak,1 has eigenvector d.1 and pseudo-eigenvector d.2. The basic eigensolutions 
are given by v n = (1 + AtAk,a)nd.1 and v n -- (1 + AtAk,a)nd.2 + n(1 + AtAk,a)n-lAtd.1 k,1 k,2 • 
In this case, we say that (H) is absolutely DN stable at (k, At, A#, N, C), provided max{ll + 
AtAk,lln,n[1 + AtAk,ll n-l} < 1, for 0 < n < N. 
Readers now comfortable with their understanding of the discrete-numerical stability analysis 
may proceed to the next section. Readers who want to see the complete general definition should 
read on. 
Assume the hydrocode quations of interest may be written 
( .n+,  _ .n )  = F ( t , . ,  u ,  Ax.U,a U, .. 
At ' ' (16) 
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where U "+° = U"(1 - 0) + 0U n+l 6 ~rn, and the A~, p = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~, axe p-difference operators. 
The discrete quation in (16) is an arbitrary two-time-level system of partial difference quations 
with solution desired for the finite time interval It i~, tfin]. The Frdchet derivative of (16) is 
($U"+I - SUn) = A~6U n + A~+I6U n+x, (17) 
At 
where, for v = 0 or 1, A n+v OF"+° __~ = ~ is an m by m matrix difference operator. The components 
of A~ and Av "+1 are linear combinations ofp-difference operators, with coefficients which may be 
variable or constant. The coefficients may depend on p, t, or U. Let those coefficients be listed 
in the coefficient vector, Ccod. Rearrange (17) to: [I - AtA~+I]~u '~+1 = [I + AtA~]~U n. Let 
(A °, A*) be the evaluation of ~A" ~n+h 0 , "1  j at the constant-coefficient vector, C, whose components 
are the components of Ccoef fixed at the values of interest. For example, if we are interested in 
the stability of the discrete quation at a certain state, U0, then we fix the coefficients at that 
state and include U0 as a component of C. Thus, the equation 
[(I - A tA  I)/SU] n+l ~j = [(I + AtA°) 6U]~. (18) 
is the local (at C) equation of first variation of (16). Transform the material interval to [0, 27r]. 
For simplicity, assume J >_ 3, J is odd, and A# = 2~r/(J - 1). The J functions: exp(ikp), 
[kl <_ kmax = 7r/A# = (J  - 1)/2, form a complete orthogonal basis for all functions defined on 
the mesh: Modd = {Pj : pj = jAp,  1 < j _< J}. If U is defined on Modd, then U has the 
~"~kmtLx 6r(k) exp(ikpj), where U(k) J representation: U(pj) z.,k=-k,,x = = ~'~d=l V(p j )  exp( - ikp j ) / J  is 
the finite Fourier transform of U. The wave of length £k = 2~r/[kl has frequency [k[. The shortest 
possible wavelength, ~min = 2Ap, is the wavelength of the wave with the largest possible wave 
number ,  kmax = 27r/~min. Let Fk <6un'J> = (E~)J6"O: and Ek = exp(ikAp), where ~"0~ is the 
finite Fourier transform of 6U "d. Apply Fk ('1 to (18), then divide through by (Ek) j to arrive at 
the finite Fourier transform of (18) 
( I -  ArAb) = (1 + atA °) (19) 
where, for v = 0 or 1, A[¢ is an m by m matrix. The components of A[ are polynomials in E~ 1 
with the polynomial coefficients depending on the components of the constant-coefficient vector. 
If AtI[A~[ < 1, the inverse of I - AtA~ exists; if the scheme is explicit, then we need not worry 
about this as in the explicit case A~ = 0. Let I + AtBk = (I - AtA~)- I ( I  + AtA°), then 
At 
A n  
= Bk~Uk. (2O) 
The eigenvalues of the m by m matrix Bk are Ak,a for 1 <_c~ _< m. There are two cases to 
consider. 
• Case Eve - Bk has a complete set of eigenvectors, {ek,a [ 1 < a < m}; 
• Case Evsc  -= Bk does not have a complete set of eigenvectors. 
Transform to Canonical Form 
If Yk = Q~Uk, the Q-transformation takes ~'Uk +1 = (I + AtBk)~'U: to 
y~+l = (I + AtJk) Y~, (21) 
where Jk = QBkQ -1 is in Jordan canonical form. 
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FACT 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
5.1. / /Bk  = Q-1 JkQ,  where Jk is in Jordan canonical form, then we have the following. 
The eigenvalues of Jk are )%k,a and the eigenvalues of I  + AtJk are ek,a ---- 1 + AtAk,a, for 
l<a<m.  
The eigenvectors and pseudo-eigenvectors f Jk are the Kronecker column vectors, d. j ,  
where the i zh component of the jth Kronecker column vector is the Kronecker delta 6ij. 
~n ~0 
The solution to (20) is ~U k = Q- I ( I  + AtJk)nQ~Uk and this is a linear combination of 
the basic eigenfunctions OfBk. 
In Case Evc: Bk has a complete set of eigenvectors, {ek,a [ 1 < a < m}; further, 
Qek, ~ = d.a and the basic eigenfunctions of Bk are given by Vn -1 n k,a = Q vk,a, where 
V n k,a = (Ek,a) r id 'a"  
In Case EVNC: consider the subcase where, in the upper left corner, Jk has a Jordan 
block of size/9 by/3, 2 < ~ <_ m, with eigenvalue Akj, eigenvector ek,1, and ~ - 1 pseudo- 
eigenvectors Pk,.y, 2 <_ 7 <-- fl, then Qek, 1 = d°l and QPk,~ = d°~, for 2 < 7 <_ /3; 
-1  n n further, the basic eigenfunctions of Bk are given by V~,~ = Q vk,~, where Vk, ~ = 
7--1 Ej_-0 for i < < Z 
PROOF. See [6,10,11,17]. 
Fact 5.1 motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION. ABSOLUTELY DN STABLE. C is  the  constant-coemcient vector and k, At, A#, N,  
are fixed, finite numbers; the wave number is k, [k[ _< kmax = ~r/A#; the total number of time 
steps is N >_ 1; the time step is At > O; the material increment is A# > O; t in is the initial time 
and t ~n is the final time of interest for (16). Let ek,~, 1 < a < m, be an eigenvalue of the m by m 
array I + AtJk in (21). 
In Case Eve ,  if 
max [ek,,~[ _ 1, (22) 
l<a<m 
then we say that (16) is absolutely DN stable at (k, At, A#, N, C). 
In Case EVNC, for each Jordan block of Jk: If Sk,a is an eigenvalue of I + AtJk associated 
with a Jordan block of size j3 by/9, 2 < j3 _< m, and 
C) max lek,al n-J < 1, (23) 0_<j_<~-I 
for all n E [0, N], then we say (16) is absolutely DN stable at (k, At, A/z, N, C). 
If (16) is not absolutely DN stable at (k, At, Alz , N, C), then we say that it has an absolute 
DN instability at (k, At, A#, N, C). 
6. INSTABIL ITY  RESULTS 
If the SPH-area factor were constant, say A = 1, as it is in typical finite difference schemes for 
the linear wave equation, then for v = 0, the SPHV equation, (15), would reduce to 
6xd = a~ 6x:~:~. (24) 
Write this difference quation out in explicit indicia/detail to get 
(~x n+1,j - 2~x n'j + ~- ' ,~)  = a2 (6xn'j+2 - 2~xn'J + 6x "' j-~) (25) 
At 2 (2A~)2 ' 
and rearrange to 
4 - 6x n-l ' j ,  (26) 
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where CFL = aAt /A# is the famous Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy [3] number. Given the sinusoidal 
solutions, 6x nd = a n exp(i jkm), of the equations of first variation for fixed At and A#, a discrete 
numerical stability analysis explores the temporal growth of the amplitudes, a n, of the waves of 
various lengths, £k = 2~r/Ik[, where £k is the wave length of wave number k. Consider solutions 
of the form 6x n,j = an(Ek)J with EL = exp(ikA#). Then the equation for 5x n+ld becomes 
{ [ C~L(E2-2+Ek2) ] - -an -1}(Ek) J  (27) 
a ~+l(Ek) j=  a ~ 2+ 4 
which reduces to the following second-order difference quation 
O~ n+l  ~ (2 n [2 - C2FL 82]kj -- (2n-- l ,  
where sk = sin(kA#). Consider the quadratic 
Write this in the form 
where B = 1 - ~,FL and 
A~ Ak [2 2 2 = --C~LSk] -- 1. 
l~ - 2Blk + 1 = 0, 
~FL --  - -  
Note that the roots are A~ = B 4- ~ - 1. 
FACT 6.1. ~FL < 0 implies A+ > 1. 
PROOF. The proof is straightforward. 
2 2 CFL Sk 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
REMARKS. If ~FL < 0, then for xt~ = a2x:~:~, it is not possible to have absolute DN stability. 
If ~FL < 0, since EEL = (aAt/A#)2s2/2, then a 2 < 0, which would mean that a would be an 
imaginary number. For real materials the acoustic impedance, a, is a real number associated 
with the wave propagation speeds; a = cp, where c is the isentropic sound speed. 
A discrete numerical stability analysis of the nearest-neighbor model of SPH, (12), yields 
the stability polynomial: A 2 - 2BAk + C = 0, where B = 1 - EFL -- C/2, with C -- 1 - c, 
c = vACFL(1 - ck), Ck = coslrk/kmax, sk = sinTrk/kmax, for 0 < k < kmax = 7r/A/~, where k is 
the wave number and 
2 2 
- FL - -  + o [(1 - ck)  . VW" + s W'VAt 2] (32) 
2 
REMARK. Compare the ~FL from finite differencing, (31), with the ~FL produced by SPH, (32). 
THEOREM 6.1. A sufficient condition for an instability in the absolute DN sense of (12) at 
(k, At, Ap, N, C u) is 
EFL < 0. (33) 
PROOF. See Fact 6.1 and [10]. | 
REMARKS. Thus, we see that when ~FL < 0 happens, it is as if the acoustic impedance were 
an imaginary number; i.e., the effective wave propagation speeds have become grossly distorted. 
Therefore, in our shape-shifting approach to correcting this problem, what we are effectively 
trying to do is correct he wave propagation speed distortions that are inherent in standard SPH. 
COROLLARY 6.1A. A sufficient condition for (12) to have an instability in the absolute DN sense 
at (kmax, At, A#, N, C u) is 
aW" < 0. (34) 
PROOF. In the -~FL-recipe set k = kmax, sk = 0, ck --- -1 ,  and then apply Theorem 6.1. | 
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Many-Neighbors SPH 
Let particle j have 2Nnbr particles interactifig with it, where Nnbr ~ 1. Define P..~ff - 
[pnj,i+e _ pnjj-e]/[2gm] ' where P = aA and A n,j,j+e = -2gm2yn'Jvn'J+eW m,j,j4-t and also 
W 'nd'i±t = W'(x  nJ+e - x nJ, h). Our many-neighbors model of SPH is 
Nnbr 
V.t = U. , , ,  U . t  = - -  P . ' l , .  (35)  
,e=l 
A discrete numerical stability analysis, for perturbations from a uniform-a-V-state, produces the 
following results. If Skt= sin(k&r/kmax) and cke = cos(kizc/kmax), the stability polynomial is 
2 t 2 A 2 - 2BA + C = 0, where B = 1 - ~FLN - -  C/2, C --- 1 - c and c = -4At  Z-,e=IV'N"b~ vaV A#W~skq 2 
and finally 
Nnbr 
EFLN = Z {Sk (V2A#2C~L -- At2aV) W;ske + 2aW;'s~e/2V2A#AtZ}. (36) 
t= l  
Here W; abbreviates W'nJJ±e and similarly for W;'. 
THEOREM 6.2. A sufficient condition for the absolute DN instability of 05) at ( k, At, A#, N, C u) 
is 
~FLN < 0. (37) 
PROOF. See [11]. 
COROLLARY 6.2A. A su//icient condition for the absolute DN instability oE (35) at (kmax, At, Ap, 
N, Cu) is 
awl< o. (38) 
odd £ 
PROOf. See [17]. 
7. STABIL IZ ING WITH CONSERVATIVE SMOOTHING 
Background for conservative smoothing may be found in [5,10,11]. There are several different 
variations of conservative smoothing; here we discuss conservative smoothing of types d and ¢. 
Conservative Smoothing of Type d 
If we apply this type of smoothing to the specific volume, then we get ~rn,j+l/2 = vn , j+ l /2  -b 
csd(Vn'J-1/2-2vn'j+l/2TVn'J+3/2), where 0 < C~d _< 1/4. This version of conservative smoothing 
changes the equation V.t = u.z to V.~ +1/2 = u.~ +1/2 + Csd(Ap2At)V~. Type d is a special case 
of type ¢. 
Conservat ive Smooth ing  of Type  ¢ 
Let the original mesh be: #0 < #1 < "'" < #j < "'" < PJ. At each interior zone bound- 
ary, #j, 1 < j < J - 1, of the original mesh define zone fraction numbers, 0 < an j  < 1/2 
and let these zone fraction numbers define a new zoning by splitting each interior bound- 
ary as follows. The new zoning is #0 _< ]~1 - -  an'lA]~l-1/2 ---~ ]-tl -[- an ' lA ]A l+ l /2  _~ " ' "  __~ 
l~J - anJA#j-1/2 <-- #i + anJA#J+W2 --< "'" --< #a, where A#j+I/2 ---- /zj+i -- #j. Thus, each 
interior boundary of the original mesh splits into two new interior boundaries to generate the 
new mesh. Specific volumes, momenta, and energies, are not changed on the zone-center in- 
tervals, Ij+l/2 [#j + an'JA#j+l/2,#j+l nj+l  = - -  ¢ A] . t j+ l /2 ]  , but on the zone boundary inter- 
n,j vals, Ij = [#j - anJA#j_a/2, #j + aj+t/2Ap], the intermediate values are conservatively rede- 
A n j j  
fined. For example, the momentum of Ij is Morn = amJ(Mom nJ-x/2 + Momnj+l/2), where 
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Morn n,j+l/2 is the momentum of [#j, ~tj+l] at t n. Conservatively rezone back to the original mesh 
to get the new momentum M--'om nd+l/2 = Morn n'j+l/2 - (¢nJ/2)(MomnS+l/2 -Morn  n'j-1/2) + 
(¢n,J+l/2)(Momn'J+a/2-Momn'J+l/2). Thus, with type ¢ conservative smoothing the momentum 
evolution equation Morn n+1d+l/2 =Mom n'j+l/2 - A t .  A#j+I/2 • a.n~ +1/2'j+1/2 becomes 
Momn+l,j+l/2 = Moron,j+1/2 
cn,j+l (Momn,j+3/2_ Momnd+l/2) 
+--2-- (39) 
Cn,j (Momn,J+l/2_Momn,J_l/2) 
2 
nT1/2 , j+ l /2  - A t .  A#j+I/2 • o.~ 
With an artificial viscosity, the momentum evolution equation would be 
Momn+l,J+U 2 = Momn,j+l/2 
-- At • qn,j+l _{_ At .  qn,j 
nW1/2, j+l /2 
-- A t .  A]Aj+I/2 • o.t~ 
(40) 
Matching terms in (39) and (40) yields qn,JAt = -(¢n'J/2)(Momn'J+l/2 -Momn'J-1/2).  If the 
artificial viscosity has the form q = -uamu. u, then 
¢=2 CFL. (41) 
This, in dimensionless coefficients, is the relation between the zone fraction number, ¢, the arti- 
ficial viscosity coefficient, u, and the CFL number. Therefore, if we use conservative smoothing 
of type ¢, and smooth only the momentum, then we can generate the same effect as an artifi- 
cial viscosity. Thus, certain artificial viscosities may be viewed as special cases of conservative 
smoothing of type ¢ applied only to the momentum. Similarly, conservative smoothing of type ¢ 
applied to conservation of (volume, energy) produces an artificial (strain relaxation, heat con- 
duction). We could get the following scheme from SPH equations if the SPH area factor, were 
unity, i.e., A -- 1 
un+l /2 , j  _ un--1/2, j  6rn,j+l _ (Tn,j-1 
At 2A# ' 
vn+l , J  _ vn, J  ~zn+l/2,j+l ~ un+I/2, j -1  
At 2A# ' 
where a = p + q. Take q = 0 and p = Pine - a2(V - Vmc). Use x.t = u and x.~ = V to write: 
xt~ . . . . .  a2x:w~. The stability polynomial is then A 2 2BLA + CL 0, where BL 1 CFLSk/2 , 2  2 
CL = 1, st: = sin(rk/kmax). If we use conservative smoothing of type d, i.e., 
~_jn,j = Un, J  .j¢. cs d (vn , j+ l  _ 2un, J  + un , J -1 )  , (42) 
with U = [V, u] T, where 0 < C~d < 1/4, then the stability polynomial becomes Az -2/3LA + CL = 
0, where /3L = BLAes and CL = CLA2s. Here Acs, the amplification factor for conservative 
smoothing of type d, is given by Acs = 1 - 2Csd(1 -- ck). 
LEMMA 7.1. I f  the stability polynomial is A s - 2BA + C = 0, then after conservative smoothing 
of type d as in (42), the stability polynomial is A s - 2J0A + C = 0, where [3 = BAts, C = CA2cs, 
and Aes = 1 - 2Csd(1 -- cos(lrk/kmax)). 
Conservative smoothing conserves total energy, total momentum, total mass, and total volume, 
while increasing the entropy. Also conservative smoothing is variation diminishing: it diminishes 
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the variation of the specific (total) energy (E = e + u2), the variation of the specific volume (V), 
and the variation of the specific momentum (u) (see [5]). Conservative smoothing allows for a 
larger stable timestep and can yield more accurate results than artificial viscosities, especially in 
shock collisions [5]. Conservative smoothing of type d is a very simple version of conservative 
smoothing, which we mainly use in theory (because it simplifies the theory). In practice, we 
usually use conservative smoothing of type ¢, which allows a variable and adaptive amount of 
smoothing. The effective Csd used in most computations i usually very small. We've found 
the need for an effective value of C~d approaching 1/4 extremely rare and occurring only in 
narrow material intervals of very strong compression or very strong tension and only for short 
time intervals [5]. Thus, analyzing SPH using conservative smoothing of type d with Csd = 
1/4 is a simplified, worst-case analysis. To approximate physical instabilities, we must allow 
bounded growth for the amplitudes of the Fourier components of some wave numbers. Numerical 
instabilities are almost always at or near the largest wavenumber, kmax- We are focused on a 
short wavelength (large wavenumber) stability analysis of SPH as that is where it has stability 
problems. So we only require absolute DN stability for the larger wave numbers. For example, we 
may take the lesser wave numbers to be in the range kmax/2 > k _> 0 and the larger wave numbers 
to be in the range kmax _> k _> kmax/2- Note: kmax ~> k >_ kmax/2 implies 1/2 _ Aes(k) _> 0. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A = -2W'V2 AIz 2 > 0 and ~FL = (a 2 -pa)A(At /A#)  2. A sufficient condition 
for absolute DN stabiNty of (12) at ( k, At, A/z, N, C u) for kmax/2 < k < kmax, using conservative 
smoothing of type d with Csd ---- 1/4 is 
1 > }¢~FL{ + laW" I V2A#At 2. (43) 
4 -  2 
PROOF. See [10]. 
REMARKS. A theorem similar to Theorem 7.1 was proved for the many-neighbors model of 
SPH in [11]. Even though the Shape-Shifter Stability Theorem (see Section 8) suggests that 
with shape-shifting SPH may not need any conservative smoothing for stability, it has been 
our experience with shockwave computations that some conservative smoothing is almost always 
needed to get the physics correct, e.g., the proper transfer of kinetic energy into internal energy 
while conserving the total energy. 
8. THE SHAPE-SHIFTER STABIL ITY  THEOREM 
In [13] we discuss how to do shape-shifting stabilization in the compression case in a manner 
which parallels the development here for suppression of the SPH tension instability. In [13] we 
also discuss renormalization procedures to insure accuracy after shape-shifting. 
Here we show how to do shape-shifting stabilization in the tension case. We use the shape 
parameters, ~e, ~r, which are the components of the shape vector, ~ = [~e,~r], to change the 
sign of W" for stability, leaving h fixed to avoid the time-consuming reconstruction of the set of 
nearest neighbors. The cubic-spline shape-shifter we use for the SPH tension instability is defined 
as follows: 
0, for case L :  Ivl e [0, ~L], 
mS(~L --Ivl), for case e : Iv[ E [~L, ~e], 
W"(v ,h ,~)  - ms(lvl-5,,), for case m : lvl ~ [Se,5.], 
ms(~n - Ivl), for case r : Ivl ~ [~,~], 
0, for case R : {vl ~ [~R, 2h], 
(44) 
where A~ _ ~r - ~e, ~L : ~l -- A~/2, ~R = ~r + A~/2, ~,~ = (~r + ~t)/2, ms = 1/[(~r + ~t)(A~)3], 
and W"(v, h, ~) = 0 for 2h < Ivl. If h, ~r, and ~ are specified, then all other parameters are 
determined. We have the following cases. 
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CASE L. W" has zero value from Ivl = 0 to Ivl = ~L. 
CASE L W" falls linearly with slope -ms  from zero value at Ivl = ~L to the minimum value, 
-msA~/2 ,  at Ivl = ~,  
CASE m. W" rises linearly with slope +ms from the minimum -msA~/2  at Ivl = ~e to the 
maximum value +msA~/2  at Ivl = ~.  
CASE r. W"  falls linearly with slope -ms  from the maximum value +msA~/2  at Ivl = ~L to 
zero value at ~R. 
CASE R.  W"  has zero value from Ivl = ~R to Ivl = 2h. 
Graphically, the cubic-spline shape-shifter for tension has the shape for W" shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1. Shape of W ~ in the cubic-spline shape-shifter for tension. 
Note the negative and positive regions for W": 
Wt' (v ,h ,~)  < O, for ~L < [Vl < ~m, 
(45) 
W"(v ,  h, ~) > 0, for ~m < Ivl < ~,  
where A~ = ~r - ~e, ~L = ~£ - -  A~/2, ~R - -  ~r  + A~/2, ~m = (~r + ~t) /2 ,  and 
0 < ~e < ~r < 2h. (46) 
Procedure  for F ix ing the  Tens ion  (a < 0) Instab i l i ty  in SPH When W ~ > 0 
At the beginning of the time advance from t n to t ~+1, let ~ = ~old and let x n'v be the nearest 
neighbor of x n'j with 0 < Ix n,~ - x rid] < 2h. If there is a tie for nearest neighbor (e.g., the 
nearest neighbor to the left could be at the same distance as the nearest neighbor to the right), 
then arbitrarily pick which nearest neighbor gets labeled x n,~. (As we consider, for simplicity, 
only perturbations from a uniform-a-V-state, all neighbors have the same value for a.) Similarly, 
let x n '~ be the next nearest neighbor with Ix n '~ - xn'J[ > Ix n'~ - xn'J[. If Ix n '~ - xn'J l  > 2h, 
then set x n'"v = x n'j +2h.  To shift from W ~ > 0to  W" < 0 at v = x n ,~-x  n,j ,  shift ~e 
from ~e cold to ~e = Ix '~'v -- x ndl. To avoid aW t~ < 0 at v = x n,~ - x n,j or at any other 
neighbors farther away, choose ~r such that ~e < ~R < Ix n '~ - xn'Jl and 0 < ~L < ~e. This 
reduces to ~t < ~r < ~e/3 + 2Ix n '~ - x"'Jl/3 and 3~e > 5r > ~e. Therefore, we may choose 
~r = min(~l/3 + 2Ix n'~v -x" ' J l /3 ,35e) .  Thus, after redefining the shape vector, ~, we have 
aW" > 0 at v = x '~,v - x n,j ,  and we have also defined ~ so that there are no other neighbors 
with aW" < 0, as was desired. 
We need the following lemmas for our main result, the Shape-Shi f ter  Stabi l i ty Theorem. 
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LEMMA 8.1. f iG(0)  > 0, G(1) > O, G is twice continuously differentiable, and 0 > G"(y) in 
[0,1], then rot v in [0,1]: 
(i) G(y) > min(G(0),G(1)) > 0; 
(ii) ff there is a YM E [0, 1] such that G'(yM) = O, then maxue[o,1 ] G(y) = max{G(0), 
G(yI4 ), G(1) } ; 
(iii) ffthere is not a YM E [0, 1] such that G'(yM ) = O, then maxve[0,1 ] G(y) = max{G(0), G(1)}. 
PROOF SKETCH. If G"(y) < 0 for y in [0, 1], then G is concave downward in [0, 1]. Therefore, 
y E [0, 1] ~ G(y) >_ mAn(G(0), G(1)). By hypotheses mAn(G(0), G(1)) > 0. II 
LEMMA 8.2. B and C E ~; D = B 2 - C; A± = B + D1/2; r = maxIA+ I.
Case (a): (B 2 > 1) ~ (r > 1). 
Case(b): (D > O and B 2 < l) ~ [r < l c~ 2[B I<C+I ] .  
Case(c): (D<0andB 2 _<1) =~ [r _<1¢~ C _<1]. 
Moreover, Cases (l)) and (c) also hold when the <_ signs inside the square brackets are replaced 
by<or=.  
REMARKS. This is [7, Lemma 1A]. | 
THEOREM 8.1 .  THE SHAPE-SHIFTER STABILITY THEOREM. Let W~uff = W"aV2A#At 2 > 0 
and ~FL = ( a2 - pa ) A( At / A # ) 2 > O, where A = -2WtV2A]~ 2. A sufficient condition for absolute 
DN stability of the nearest neighbor version of SPH at ( k, At, A#,N, C u) for kmax >_ k >_ kmax/2 
with artificial viscosity turned off (v = O) and with conservative smoothing of type d with 
1/4 >_ Csd >_ O is 
max [~FL, Ws~uff] < 1. (47) 
PROOF SKETCH. Before conservative smoothing the stability polynomial is 
A 2 - 2BA + C = 0. (48) 
By Lemma 7.1, conservative smoothing of type d causes the amplitude of the k th Fourier 
component of the solution to the local equation of first variation to be multiplied by Acs(k) = 
1 - 2Csd(1 -- ck), 1/4 _> Csd > 0. Note that 1 > Acs(k) > 0. The stability polynomial is then 
A 2 - 2/3A + 0 = 0, with/} = BA~ and C = CA2s. (49) 
If artificial viscosity is turned off (u = 0), then 
C = 1 and B - 1 - ~FL,  
[~FL(I +Ck) + WsJ~uff] (1--Ck), 
-- - - - -5 - - -  
W~ue  = W" aV2 A#At 2, 
A = -2W'V2(A#) 2.
(50) 
RECALL. Absolute DN stability requires that the magnitude of the eigenvalue be less than or 
equal to unity, 1 > [A], when the roots are distinct. On the other hand, in the coupled-double 
root case (i.e., the case of the 2 by 2 Jordan block) absolute DN stability requires n[A[ n-1 <_ 1 
for all n between N and 0. This is a strong restriction that we wish to avoid. (Note that for 
N > 2, absolute DN stability would require 1 > 2[A[ in the coupled-double root case.) We can 
avoid coupled-double roots with a nonzero discriminant, B 2 - C. 
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OBSERVE. B 2 - C = EFL(~FL -- 2) and EFL(~FL -- 2) <~ 0 ~=~ 0 <: ~,FL <~ 2 ~=~ 0 < G(y)  < 2, 
I! where y = - cos(Trk/kmax), km,x/2 < k < kmax, and G(y) = ~FL(1 -- Y2)/2 + W~tuff(1 + y). 
NOTE. 0 ~_ y ~ 1; G(0) = ~FL/2 " " " " "~- Wsltuff, G(1)  = " • = = 2W~tuff , G'(y)  ~FL(--Y) + W~tug, a ' (y )  0 if 
Y~FL " " = W_'tu g, G"(y)  = --~FL; apply  Lemma 8.1 to get 0 < G(y) for y in [0,1] provided W_'tu ~" > 0 
and ~FL ~ 0. By considering the case ~FL > rl It _ W~tu~ separately from the case ~FL < Ws uff and 
/I using Lemma 8.1 we see that G(y) < 2 (and therefore B2 -C  < 0) provided maX[~FL, Wsltuff] < 1. 
To finish this proof sketch, consider the following cases: 
Case (0) : ~FL ---- 0, 
Case (+)  : ~FL > 0, 
Case ( - )  : ~FL < 0. 
CASES (0) AND (--). As shown above, these cases cannot occur because 0 < ~FL <~ 2 provided 
t/ max[~rL, W;tu,] < 1. 
CASE (+). Recall/) = t}2 _ ~ = 2 2 Acs(B - C) = A2sD. Consider the following subcases: 
Subcase (+)A(0) :D = 0, 
Subcase (+)A(+) :/9 > 0, 
Subcase (+)h( - )  :D < 0. 
SUBCASES (q-)A(0) AND (+)A(+). As shown above, these cases cannot occur provided maX[~FL , 
U 
Wstuff ] < 1. 
SUBCASE (+)A(-).  By Lemma 8.2, no further constraints are required as C <_ 1. | 
Clos ing  Remarks  
Note that this theorem allows conservative smoothing with Csd E [0, 1/4]. Therefore, it also 
includes the case Csd = 0, i.e., the case of no smoothing at all is included in the Shape-Shifter 
Stabil ity Theorem. 
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